Flow cytometric reticulocyte analysis and the reticulocyte maturity index.
Reticulocyte analysis has evolved to one of the accepted and routinely practiced clinical applications of flow cytometry technology. Similar to CD4 measurements, FCM technology has contributed to documented improvements in reticulocyte counting precision over previous microscope-based techniques. The ability to FCM instruments to quantitate fluorescence intensity has been utilized to derive a parameter of reticulocyte maturity, which we have termed the reticulocyte maturity index. The FCM-derived RMI parameter offers an additional perspective to assess the erythropoietic response in anemic patients over reticulocyte counting alone and provides further insight into the differential diagnosis of anemia. Clinical utility of the RMI has been reported in monitoring expensive, new-technology therapies, such as bone marrow transplantation and erythropoietin therapy. FCM reticulocyte analysis is still not fully mature, but is in a state of continued evolution. Needs exist for (i) improved software for data analysis, (ii) newer automation techniques to improve interlaboratory correlations, and (iii) further validation and refinement of the reticulocyte maturity index parameter.